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Data 

Data for Classification Data for Statistical Measurement 

Considering Result Considering Courses 

Odd Semester Even Semester Combine 

J48: J48 is the most popular and powerful decision tree classifier. The WEKA (Quinlan 1986) classifier package has its version 

of C4.5 known as J48. It is a most popular and simple classifier technique which is used to make a decision tree [12]. The 

decision trees generated by J48 can be used for the classification of provided data to take a decision. J48 builds decision trees 

from a set of labeled training data using the concept of information entropy. It uses the fact that each attribute of the data can be 

used to decide by splitting the data into smaller subsets. J48 examines the normalized information gain (difference in entropy) 

that results from choosing an attribute for splitting the data [13]. To make the decision, the attribute with the highest normalized 

information gain is used. Then the algorithm recurs on the smaller subsets. The splitting procedure stops if all instances in a 

subset belong to the same class. Then a leaf node is created in the decision trees telling to choose that class. But it can also 

happen that none of the features given any information gain. 

 

JRIP: Repeated incremental pruning to produce error reduction (ripper) is a build an optimized algorithm. JRIP uses this 

algorithm it is the optimized version of Incremental Reduced Error Pruning (IREP) [14]. Repeated Incremental Pruning to 

Produce Error Reduction (RIPPER) is a rule-based learner that builds a set of rules that identify the classes while minimizing the 

amount of error. The error is defined by the number of training examples misclassified by the rules. RIPPER is a straightforward 

approach for generating classification rules. It is considered to be more efficient than decision trees on large and noisy datasets. It 

undergoes four phases such as Growth, Pruning, Optimization, and Selection [15].  In the growth phase, it produces a sequence of 

individual rules by adding predicates until the rule satisfies stopping criteria. The rules that reduce the performance of the 

algorithm are pruned in the second phase. In the optimization step, each rule is optimized by adding up attributes to the original 

rule or generating a new rule using phase 1 and phase 2. In the last stage, the best rules are retained and others are ignored from 

the model. It employs the description length function to calculate the description length of the rule. 

 

Data Analysis Methods: Data analysis is an ongoing activity, which not only answers the question but also gives some 

directions for future data collection. Data analysis procedures (DAP) help arrive at the data analysis. The procedures put this 

research project in perspective and assist in testing the hypotheses. 

 

Data Analysis: Data pre-processing is required for preparing the test data for our proposed method. Data cleaning removes noise 

and inconsistent data from a raw data source. Then the data relevant to the analysis task are retrieved from the dataset. In this 

research, it has been selected course marks, course GPA, Gender, Student Type, Attendance Status, Study, Understanding of 

Class, and Results for every student for 4 years of the First Semester and Second semester. The fig. 1 shows the data analysis tree 

of this research work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Data Analysis Tree. 

 

Data for Statistical Analysis: Statistical analysis and data Mining will be a useful resource to those solving practical problems, 

at the same time enabling them to benefit from ideas developed in other domains. 

 

Major, Minor and Lab Courses: In the Table 1, it shows major theory courses, minor theory courses, and lab courses that are 

taken for this research work. 
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Table 1. Major, Minor and Lab Courses List. 
 

Sl Major Theory Courses Minor Theory Courses Lab Courses 

1 ICE-1111 PHY-1111 PHY-1122 

2 ICE-1121 MATH-1111 ICE-1212 

3 ICE-1211 CHEM-1111 APEE-1292 

4 - APEE-1291 - 

5 - MATH-1211 - 

6 - STAT-1221 - 

7 - PHY-1221 - 

 

Student Type, Gender and Attendance Status: There are two types of students who start their semester with two types of 

gender. At the end of the semester, the entire students are given their attendance record. There are three types of attendance 

status. The 60% attendance is considered as Dis-collegiate, 61% to 74% attendance is considered as non-collegiate and 75% to 

100% attendance is considered as regular. Table 2 shows the summary of the data. 

 

Table 2. Student Type, Gender and Attendance Status. 
 

Sl Student Type Gender Attendance Status 

1 Regular Male Regular 

2 Readmission Female Non-collegiate 

3 - - Dis-Collegiate 

 

Data Classification Method: The data classification method runs a classification algorithm with three types of data. Those are 

considering courses, student activity, and results. Here describe the data in two parts. 

 

Classification Considering Courses: For generating a decision tree and decision rules using WEKA for the prediction of 

student’s performance it needs to convert the numeric attribute of the result to a nominal attribute considering some definition. 

The definition of the result class has shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Result Class Definitions. 
 

Sl GPA Range Class 

1 0.00 to 1.99 Fail 

2 2.00 to 3.24 Average 

3 3.25 to 3.49 Good 

4 3.50 to 3.74 Very Good 

5 3.75 to 4.00 Excellent 

For generating decision trees and decision rules using WEKA for the prediction of student’s performance give category to the 

numerical data of major theory courses, minor theory courses, and lab with the definition. Table 4 shows the definition of the 

attribute. 

 

Table 4. Category of Attribute Type 1. 
 

Sl Marks Major Theory Minor Theory Lab 

1 0 to 39 MJF-Fail MNF-Fail FL-Fail 

2 40 to 64 MJF-Average MNF-Average FL-Average 

3 65 to 69 MJF-Good MNF-Good FL-Good 

4 70 to 74 MJF-VeryGood MNF-VeryGood FL-VeryGood 

5 75 to 100 MJF-Excellent MNF-Excellent FL-Excellent 

 

Classification Considering Student Activity:  For generating decision rules using WEKA for the prediction of students' 

performance need to convert the numeric attribute of student activity to a nominal attribute considering some definition. 

Understanding class is a measure based on the class test marks of the student. And study data are collected from those students 

who fail the 1st year exam. The definition of attribute according to the understanding of class by getting marks 0 to 20 as shown 

in Table 5.   

 

 

Table 5. Category of Attribute Type 2. 
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Sl Class Test Marks Understanding Class 

1 0-7.99 UCBad 

2 8-12.99 UCAvergae 

3 13-13.99 UCGood 

4 14-14.99 UCVeryGood 

5 15-20 UCExcellent 

For generating decision rules using WEKA for the prediction of students' performance need to convert the numeric attribute of 

student activity to a nominal attribute considering some definition. Study data are collected from those students who fail the 1st 

year exam. Table 6 shows the category of students according to the study of a student per day (hour). 

 

Table 6. Category of Attribute Type 3. 
 

Sl Study Per Day(hour) Study 

1 0-1 SBad 

2 1-2 SAverage 

3 2-3 SGood 

4 3 or more SVeryGood 

 

Classification Considering Result: Classification Considering Result runs WEKA for generating classification rules and a tree 

with the data of odd semester results, even semester results, and final results. To be promoted to a higher class a student must 

obtain the requirements of YGPA of 2.25 or higher and also a credit point of 30 or higher. The defined result with the following 

categories shows in Table 7 and Table 8. 

 

Table 7. Result Class Definition 1. 
 

Sl YGPA Range Credit point Result 

1 Greater than or equal to 2.25 Greater than or equal to 30 Pass 

2 Less than or equal to 2.25 Less than or equal to 30 Fail 

If the student will fulfill the requirement of pass, than he /she get promotion to the next year. If the student will not fulfill the 

requirement of pass that he/she is fail, than he/she will not get promotion to the next year and also get readmission to the same 

year.  

 

Table 8. Result Class Definition 2. 
 

Sl Result Final Result 

1 Pass Promotion 

2 Fail Readmission 

 

Classification Method Procedure:  The J48 algorithm has been used to generate a decision tree. The root of the tree is decided 

by calculating the information gain of every attribute [16]. The attribute with the highest information gain is selected as the root. 

The child of the root is the attribute with the second highest information gain and so on. The leaf nodes represent the class level 

with the lowest information gain. Eq. 1 is the information gain formula to calculate Entropy for training dataset S with C classes. 
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where Pi is the probability of randomly picking an element of class i (i.e. the proportion of the dataset made up of class i). Then 

the JRIP Algorithm has used to generate decision rules. JRIP Proceeds by treating all the examples of a particular judgment in 

our training data as a class and finding a set of rules that cover all the members of that class. Therefore, it proceeds to the next 

class and does the same, repeating this until all classes have been covered. 

 

Analysis of Pruned Tree and Decision Rules: After applying J48 algorithm implemented in WEKA to get pruned tree. The 

pruned tree contains a root node, intermediate node, and leaf node [17]. In pruned tree the attribute with high information gain is 

in the root node then the root node is split into sub-node. This type of node is called an intermediate node. When any node finds 

the pure class then it stops splitting. In the leaf node, there exists a class level. In this research work, a pruned tree has been 
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generated from the dataset. The pruned tree root node contains the “Final Minor Theory Courses", the intermediate node contains 

other attributes like “Final Lab Courses" etc, and in the leaf node there is a class level like “Excellent", “Very good" etc. JRIP 

algorithm in WEKA has been also run for the same dataset to produces classification rules. From the analysis of the dataset, JRIP 

generates some rules with 66% training and the rest are testing data sets. 

 

Experimental Result and Analysis: The experimental setup and brief discussion of experimental output have shown in the first 

part of this section. At the end of the section, the analysis of the result has been shown. 

 

Experimental Setup: The experiment has been conducted on a 2.1 GHz Intel(R) Celeron processor with 4GB RAM, running on 

Microsoft Windows 10. WEKA has been used as a tool for research work. The J48 algorithm and JRIP algorithm by WEKA is a 

java implementations of the C4.5 algorithm, and RIPPER algorithm respectively. 

 

Result of Statistical Measurement: The final examination result of the ICE department has been collected from the authentic 

exam controller of Pabna University of Science and Technology (PUST). This exam result data has been collected for analysis 

using J48 and JRIP algorithms with the help of WEKA software. In this research work, Microsoft Excel has been used for 

statistical measurement of the exam result.  All statistical measurement of data is shown in Table 9 to Table 16. 
 

Table 9. Major Theory Courses Failure Rate. 
 

Sl Courses Failure Rate 

1 ICE-1111 4.67% 

2 ICE-1131 10.74% 

3 ICE-1211 9.38% 
 

Table 10. Minor Theory Courses Failure Rate. 
 

Sl Courses Failure Rate 

1 PHY-1111 07.79% 

2 MATH-1111 06.88% 

3 CHEM-1111 12.84% 

4 APEE-1291 05.72% 

5 MATH-1211 22.91% 

6 STAT-1221 03.64% 

7 PHY-1221 04.69% 
 

Table 11. Lab Courses Failure Rate. 
 

Sl Courses Failure Rate 

1 ICE-1122 01.83% 

2 ICE-1132 00.45% 

3 ICE-1212 02.08% 

4 ICE-1222 01.56% 
 

Table 12. Failure Rate According to Gender. 
 

Sl Gender Failure Rate 

1 Male 17.36% 

2 Female 21.43% 
 

Table 13. Failure Rate According to Attendance Status 

Sl Attendance Status Failure Rate 

1 Dis-collegiate 64.29% 

2 Non collegiate 20.40% 

3 Regular 12.90% 
 

Table 14. Failure Rate According to Student Type for All Years. 
 

Sl Student Type Failure Rate 

1 Regular 15.87% 

2 Readmission 31.03% 

 

Table 15. Absent Percentage in Even Semester Exam. 
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Sl Year 2017 2018 2019 2020 

1 Absent Percentage in Odd Semester 03.89% 06.25% 06.79% 11.23% 

2 Absent Percentage in Even Semester 04.16% 05.38% 05.17% 10.71% 

 

Table 16. Number of Absent and Attended Student in Even Semester Who Fail in Odd Semester. 
 

Sl Condition 2017 2018 2019 2020 

1 Absent in Exam 40.22% 42.85% 50.20% 49.20% 

2 Participated  in Exam 60.30% 57.14% 47.10% 50.12% 

 

Result of Classification Method: In this work, two classification algorithms have been used which are J48 and JRIP. The output 

of six datasets run by J48 and JRIP by WEKA has shown in this section. For all datasets, the select test mode is Test mode: split 

66.0% train, remainder test. Table 17 shows the dataset name and number of students that are selected for classification 

algorithms. 

 

Table 17. Number of Instances for Dataset. 
 

Sl Dataset Name Instances 

1 Odd Semester 218.00 

2 Even Semester 192.00 

3 Combined Semester 192.00 

4 Major Courses 037.00 

5 Minor Courses 073.00 

6 Study and Understanding Class 039.00 

 

Output of J48 for Odd Semester: The output of J48 for the Odd Semester result shows in Fig. 2. The Number of Leaves 21 and 

the size of the tree 26 have been used to produce the result. 

 

 
Fig. 2: J48 Pruned Tree for Odd Semester Result Analysis. 

 

Analysis: The result evaluation of J48 Pruned tree for Odd Semester result shows that if the number of students makes Excellent 

results in the final major theory courses than the failure rate is comparatively low. If the number of students makes a Good result 

in final major theory courses than the failure rate is also low. If the number of students makes Average result in final major 

theory courses and fail in the minor theory courses than the failure rate is comparatively high. Finally, if the numbers of students 

fail in final major theory courses and also fail in the minor theory courses than the failure rate is also comparatively high.  The 

class Excellent, VeryGood, Good, etc have been discussed in Table 3. 

 

Output of JRIP for Odd Semester: Fig. 3 shows the Output of JRIP for the Odd Semester result. The Number of rules to 

generate the output of JRIP algorithm is 09. 
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Fig. 3: JRIP Rules for Odd Semester Result Analysis. 

 

Analysis: Fig. 3 shows that the number of student makes Excellent results in the final minor theory courses among them 17 

student makes Excellent results in the odd semester final result. The numbers of students make VeryGood results in the final 

minor theory courses among them 27 students make VeryGood results in the odd semester final result.  A number of the student 

makes Good results in the final minor theory courses and the student makes VeryGood results in the final major theory courses 

among them 11 students make VeryGood results in the Odd Semester final result.  A number of the student makes Excellent 

results in the final major theory courses among them 3 students make VeryGood results in the Odd Semester final result. Several 

student Fail in the final minor theory courses and students also Fail in the final major theory courses among them 30 student Fail 

in the odd semester final result. A number of the student makes Good results in the final minor theory courses among them 35 

students make Good results in the odd semester final result. A number of the student makes Good results in the final major theory 

courses among them 13 students make Good results in the Odd Semester final result. The number of student makes VeryGood 

result in the final major theory courses among them 2 student makes Good result in the Odd Semester final result. It has been 

discussed the class Excellent, VeryGood, Good, etc in Table 3. 

 

Output of J48 for Even Semester: The output of J48 for the Even Semester result shows in Fig. 4. The Number of Leaves and 

the size of the tree have been used to produce the result. 

 

 
Fig. 4: J48 Pruned Tree for Even Semester Result Analysis. 

 

Analysis: Fig. 4 shows that if the number of the students makes Excellent results in the final major theory courses and the 

students fail in the minor theory courses than the failure rate is comparatively low. If the number of students make a VeryGood 

result in final major theory courses and students Fail in the minor theory courses than the failure rate is also low. Finally, if the 

number of students fails in final major theory courses and also fail in the minor theory courses than the failure rate is also 

comparatively high. 

 

Output of JRIP for Even Semester: The output of JRIP for the Even Semester shows in figure 5. Here the number of rules 07 is 

used to produce the output. 
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Fig. 5: JRIP Rules for Even Semester Result Analysis. 

 

Analysis: Fig. 5 shows that the number of student makes Excellent results in the final minor theory courses and student makes 

also Excellent result in the Lab, 10 students makes Excellent result in the Even Semester final. A number of the student Fail in 

the final minor theory courses and the student also Fail in the final major theory courses, 9 students Fail in the Even Semester 

final. A number of the student makes Good results in the final major theory courses, and 36 students make Good results in the 

Even Semester final. A number of the student makes VeryGood results in the final major theory courses and the student makes an 

average result in the Lab, 6 students make Excellent results in the Even Semester final result. The number of students makes 

VeryGood result in the final major theory courses, 28 students make VeryGood result in the Even Semester final. A number of 

the student makes Excellent results in the final major theory courses, and 15 students make VeryGood results in the Even 

Semester final. 

 

Out of J48 for Combined Semester: Output of J48 for combined semester result shows in Fig. 6. 
 

 
Fig. 6: J48 Pruned Tree for Combined Semester Result Analysis. 

 

Analysis: The result evaluation of J48 Pruned tree for the Combined Semester analysis result shows that if the number of 

students makes Good results in the final minor theory courses and the students Fail in the major theory courses than the failure 

rate is comparatively low. If the number of students makes Average result in final minor theory courses and students Fail in the 

major theory courses than the failure rate is comparatively high. Finally, if the number of students fails in final minor theory 

courses and also fail in the major theory courses than the failure rate is also high. 

 

 

 

Output of JRIP for Combined Semester: The output of JRIP for the Combined Semester result shows in Fig.7. Here the 

number of rules 09 has been used to generate the output of WEKA. 
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Fig. 7: JRIP Rules for Combined Semester Result Analysis. 

 

Analysis: In Fig. 7, it is shown that the number of student makes Excellent results in the final minor theory courses, 10 students 

make Excellent results in the 1st year final exam. The number of students whose Attendance Status is Non-collegiate, students 

Fail in the final major theory courses, and students also Fail in the final minor theory courses, 11 students Fail in the 1st year final 

exam. The number of students makes VeryGood result in the final minor theory courses, 26 students make VeryGood result in 

the 1st year final exam. A number of the student makes Good results in the final minor theory courses, and the student makes 

VeryGood results in the final major theory courses 11 students make VeryGood result in the 1st year final exam. A number of the 

student makes Good results in the final minor theory courses, the student makes VeryGood results in the lab, and 16 students 

make Good results in the 1st year final exam. A number of the student makes Good results in the final major theory courses, and 

the student makes VeryGood results in the lab, 6 students make Good results in the 1st year final exam. A number of the student 

makes Good results in the final minor theory courses, the student makes Good results in the lab, and 5 students make Good 

results in the 1st year final exam. The number of students makes an Average result in the final major theory courses, 5 students 

make Good results in the 1st year final exam. 

 

Output of J48 for Major Courses: Fig. 8 shows the output of J48 for Major Courses which is used to analyze the performance 

of students. Here the number of leaves 6 and the size of the tree 11 have been used to generate the figure. 
 

 
Fig. 8: J48 Pruned Tree for Major Courses Analysis 

 

Analysis: Fig.8 shows that if the number of students passes in ICE-1111, fail ICE-1211, and fail ICE-1131 then the number of 

students who fail the major courses is 8. If the number of students pass ICE-1111, fail in ICE-1211, and pass ICE-1131 then the 

number of students who fail in the major courses is 7. If the numbers of students fail in ICE-1111, pass ICE-1131, and fail in 

ICE-1211 then the number of students who fail in the major courses is 3. If the numbers of students fail in ICE-1111, pass ICE-

1131, and pass in ICE-1211 then the number of students who fails in the major courses is 2. 

 

Output of JRIP for Major Courses: The output of JRIP for Major Courses shows in Fig. 9. Here, it has been used the number 

of rules is 03. 
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Fig. 9: JRIP Rules for Major Courses Analysis. 

 

Analysis: It is shown in Fig.9 that the number of students who fail in the ICE-1111 then 10 students fails in the major theory 

courses. Several students fail in the ICE-1211 and fail in ICE-1131 then 8 students fail in the major theory courses. 

 

6.3.9. Output of J48 for Major Courses: Fig. 10 represents the Output of J48 for Minor Courses analysis. Here, the number of 

leaves is 8, and the size of the tree is 15. 
 

 
Fig. 10: J48 Pruned Tree for Minor Courses Analysis. 

 

Analysis: Fig. 10 shows that if the number of students passes STAT-1211, pass PHY-1111 and pass CHEM-1111 1211 then the 

number of students are failed minor courses are 36. If the number of students pass in STAT-1211, pass in PHY-1111, fail in 

CHEM-1111, pass in MATH-1211, and fail in APEE-1271 then the number of students is failed in minor courses are 2. If the 

numbers of students pass in STAT-1211, pass in PHY-1111, fail in CHEM-1111, pass in MATH-1211, and pass in APEE-1271 

then the number of students are fail in minor courses are 10. If the numbers of students pass in STAT-1211, pass in PHY-1111, 

fail in CHEM-1111, and fail in MATH-1211 then the number of students are failed in minor courses is 8. If the numbers of 

students pass in STAT-1211, fail in PHY-1111, pass in MATH-1211, and pass in CHEM-1111 then the number of students are 

fail in minor courses is 3. If the numbers of students pass in STAT-1211, fail in PHY-1111, pass in MATH-1211, and fail in 

CHEM-1111 then the number of students are failed in minor courses is 2. If the numbers of students pass in STAT-1211, fail in 

PHY-1111, and fail in MATH-1211 then the number of students are failed in minor courses is 7. 

 

Output of JRIP for Major Courses: The output of JRIP for Minor Courses shows in Fig. 11. Here, the number of rules is 04. 

 
Fig. 11: JRIP Rules for Minor Courses Analysis. 

 

Analysis: Fig. 11 shows the number of students fails the CHEM-1111 and students also fail MATH-1211 then 13 students fail 

the minor theory courses. The number of students fail in the APEE-1291 then 9 students fails in the minor theory courses. The 

number of students fail in the PHY-1111 then 9 students fails in the minor theory courses. 
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Output of J48 for Study and Understanding Class: The Output of J48 for Study and Understanding Class analyze in Fig. 12. 

Here, the number of leaves is 13, and the size of the tree is 16. 

 

 
Fig. 12: J48 Pruned Tree for Study and Understanding Class Analysis. 

 

Analysis: The result evaluations of the J48 Pruned tree for Study and Understanding Class analysis result show that most of the 

students fail in the exam study category, average or bad. Also, most of the students fail in the exam whose capability of 

understanding class category is average or bad. It has been discussed in the attribute Study and Understanding Class in Tables 5 

and 6. 
 

Output of JRIP for Study and Understanding Class: The output of JRIP for Study and Understanding Class shows in Fig. 12 

to analyze the result. Here, the number of rules is 04. 
 

 
Fig. 13: JRIP Rules for Study and Understanding Class Analysis. 

 

Analysis: Fig.13 of JRIP Rules for Study and Understanding Class Analysis shows that most of the students who fail in the exam 

whose study category are average or bad. Also, most of the students who fail in the exam whose capability to understanding class 

category are average or bad. The attribute study and understanding class has been shown in table 5 and 6. 

 

Performance Comparison of J48 and JRIP: It is very difficult to make a comparison between J48 and JRIP. In the 

measurement accuracy of J48 and JRIP, J48 has better accuracy than JRIP. But if we consider understanding the knowledge from 

both algorithms, then JRIP produces far more easy rules than J48 because most of the time J48 produces a long tree whereas JRIP 

generates comparatively short rules which are easy to understand. Table 18 presents the accuracy of both algorithms. 
 

Table 18. Accuracy Comparison between J48 and JRIP. 
 

Sl Dataset J48 JRIP 

1 Odd Semester 78.3784% 74.3243% 

2 Even Semester 66.1538% 61.5385% 

3 Combined Semester 80.0000% 80.0000% 

4 Major Courses 92.3077% 92.3077% 

5 Minor Courses 88.0000% 80.0000% 

6 Study and Understanding Class 97.6524% 96.3258% 

 

Conclusions: In this competitive world, the educational setting also uses Data Mining tools to explore and analyze student 

performance, predict their results to prevent drops out and focus on both good and academically poor performers, feedback for 

the faculties and instructors, visualization of data and to have a better assessment of learning process. Evaluating students’ 

performance is a complex issue. Educational Data Mining is a process that extracts useful knowledge from a large amount of data 

in an educational institute. Different types of information extraction methods for discovering different types of knowledge mining 
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are available. The classification algorithm generates a system that classifies the data accurately based on the training dataset. For 

classification algorithms, different approaches such as ID3, C4.5, Ripper, J48, JRIP, Naive Bayesian, etc are available in the Data 

Mining field. In this research, it has been used J48 and JRIP classification algorithms for the measurement of student 

performance and to make a prediction. Additionally, it has handled some statistical analysis of failure rate corresponding to 

Gender, Major-minor Courses, Attendance status, etc. It has been discovered some information that will be helpful for the 

department to make academically related matters for the betterment of students. This research work has tried to find out the 

reason why students fail and pass exams using classification algorithm implemented in WEKA. It helps predict student 

performance as well as give a recommendation to the students on which way they should go for making good results. We 

accomplished some analysis of finding in which courses the students are cutting a sorrow figure in the exam and failure rate 

corresponding to Odd Semester and Even semester exam. The failure percentage of males and females has been found with the 

help of analyzing the last four years' data.  
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